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The Secretariat continues to receive the odd letter from
participants – coincidentally always from people who are also
members of another body – with criticisms of the IPI (sometimes
justified, sometimes not), and questions about what the Institute
is doing for them. To shortcut the need to respond to any more
letters because they are getting boring, I thought I’d let you know,
marketing never having been our strongpoint!
The Institute is represented on the Sector Competency Group of
Skills for Security, which serves as the competency-setting body
for the security industry which, like it or not, includes us unless
and until we can convince HMG otherwise. In the past 2 years
I have chaired meetings in Worcester involving investigators
representing IAATI, ABI, WAPI and ‘lesser known’ bodies (a
euphemism for I can’t immediately recall but they were all valid
and knowing people). The lull in licensing has reduced the
number of meetings to nil this year, but if and when something
meaningful happens we will get back around the SfS table and
create the message that SfS can send back to HMG.
In that same period I also represented the Institute at the
meetings which debated, dissected, discussed and (re)developed
the National Occupational Standards for Investigations. Again,
fruitful meetings involving fellow professionals from the above and
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other organisations – often the same people, but it
will come as no surprise to those who have been
in the profession/trade association business for as
long as I have (16 years) that those people have
freely dedicated their own time to serving their
colleagues and continue to do so because they
think what they are doing is damned important.
Our new Board member Simon Smith has
represented us with The Security Institute and
with the Security Alliance, and we are indebted to
him for the amount of time he is spending on our
business. I don’t know where he gets the energy.
We also monitor what’s going on in the industry.
Sometimes we are a bit blindsided because (a)
the Board has its specialisms and (b) no-one
else is telling us through a quick e-mail what they
are hearing ‘out there’. I am currently monitoring
a couple of HMG-related sites which I hope will
source useful information and intelligence, but
it would be ideal if the Members could keep us
informed about shock-horror things like the OFT
consultation and specific legislative threats like
the EU’s data plans. Which, incidentally have
been mentioned on Twitter (IPInvestigators being
the name) but with no membership feedback.

It has been suggested that I should ‘big up’ the
situation and make like all is well, but I have
become aware that despite having over 300
members we get very little feedback. On the
one hand that means that most of you (by some
degree) are satisfied with what you are getting.
But I really would LOVE it if you let us know what
you hear on your respective industry, specialist,
geographic or demographic grapevines.
If you hear about something that concerns you,
let us know and we can research, enlighten and
educate everyone else. That, for me, is what the
IPI can be best at.
Keep us informed. Please!
David Palmer FIPI
Principal

There is also a bit of news you can read about
in the pages of this Journal, which I won’t repeat
here but which I hope will suit your needs as
members.
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New, all singing and all dancing Website is available!
The Board has approved the creation of a new website, which will be a great improvement on the last one, which (believe it or not) is nearly 10 years old.
At the time of writing the website is due to go
on line by the end of June, but by the time of
publication it may already be available.
The main news is that the database will be
searchable in more ways and YOU will be able to
update your own entries!
Members will be contacted shortly with the
necessary details on how to register with the site.
The site will also contain the Twitter entries
currently being made by the Board, updated and
accessible without having to access Twitter itself.
This facility is intended, amongst other objectives,
to identify news and consultations for Members
so that they can act upon relevant information
in a timely and punctilious fashion without the
Board having to research and edit that news, and
circulate it quarterly.
So, look into it (a better phrase than the yoof
‘check it out’) and do what you need to do!
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Membership Fees

Manual Now for Sale

Those Members who have not paid their fees for the current financial
year are politely reminded and requested to do so as a matter of
urgency. As things stand, the Institute will at least break even this
year (even after website costs) provided your fees are paid. After that,
anything we get from sales of the Manual, our percentage of the Tracing
profits, and Distance Learning income can and will be used to the
Institute’s benefit.

The Institute’s manual for Investigators, which
contains the material for the Distance learning
Course in one volume, will soon be made
available as a CD-Rom and/or downloadable
Adobe Acrobat document. It will cots a lot less
than the Course ‘proper’, and will contain a bit
more material, but won’t have the added benefit
of courses being marked, or an examination being
made available at the end, but its availability and
the delivery method will hopefully make it a more
attractive and accessible document than has been
the case until now.

News & Articles Required!
You are the professionals. You learn new methods; you
discover new and relevant legal distinctions; you create
new practices that will help others. Write about them and
we can publish here in the Institute Journal.
If you lack that confidence, then just e-mail the Editor at
davidpalmerfipi@aol.com with suggested sources, e.g. (and
mainly) open source internet sites. We can do the rest, if we
know about things.
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Security Industry Authority
In light of the continuing largesse of the SIA
when it comes to licensing, the Institute sent this
communication to the SIA on the 11th of June, and
at the time of writing we await a reply.

“Dear Sir,
On behalf of the participants of the Institute of
Professional Investigators I have been asked to
communicate to the SIA and to HMG that we still
support the prompt introduction of licensing for the
Private Investigation sector under the PSI Act.
It is now over 10 years since the introduction
of that Act and while the SIA has evidenced
demonstrable success in regulating the larger
sectors, and enforcing the regulations in a number
of highly publicised activities, we feel that the
snail’s pace of action in respect of our own sector
is disappointing to say the least.
We have always acknowledged the difficulties
in precisely identifying the sector’s multiple
roles in investigation, and in identifying the core
competencies that underpin those activities.
However, you will know that we have been
assisting the SIA in addressing those issues
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since 2001, and the sector provided the answers
needed as far back as 2007 in the results of their
own consultations. To our mind, the question is:
what are we waiting for?
The qualifications exist. The infrastructure for
examinations is ready, and has been for at least
12 months. There are templates for administering
the sector’s licences created by the SIA,
particularly (I would argue) with the CP sector.
It has been suggested that the Ministry of Justice
take over the licensing regime for investigators,
and in terms of accuracy of placement of our role
within the greater scheme of things the IPI would
be supportive of such a move. Our activities lend
themselves more towards court proceedings than
crime prevention, close protections and door
supervision. Our clients are more often solicitors
and corporates than individuals, although they
make up a sizeable clientele and in all cases are
considering a process that is likely to result in, or
avoidance of, court proceedings.

investigation industry firmly believe that licensing
is a required and desired forward step, and
ask that the SIA speeds up its decision making
process and introduces licences at the earliest
opportunity, in parallel with the practices of the
other EU countries.

Sir, the Institute looks forward to hearing your
response.”
Hopefully, recent phone hacking issues will focus
the minds ...

In effect, there should be no doubt that the
respectable professional bodies and trade
associations are looking to you to finally give
us the credence and recognition we, as ethical
investigators, feel we have earned. While larger
investigation bodies resist licensing (because of
costs and the Authority’s vigilance that should
follow), the professionals who work in the
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Request for Volunteers –
Interviewers and Invigilators
Now that the Institute has renewed its examination and application procedures to include invigilation
of examinations and interviewing of applicants, it makes sense that we need some Members to carry
out those tasks!

Invigilation
Invigilators will be asked to supervise a short
examination (based on the Distance Learning
Course content) at their place of work or home
(their choice). All they will need to do is accept the
examination papers in the post, pass them to the
examinee, ensure that examination conditions are
observed and then put the completed exam back
in the post.
In the past, multiple examinees would attend a
venue (e.g. the AGM) or a Member’s premises,
but the flow of examinees and their geographical
diversity means that it will be easier for them and
for us to do it this way.
If you are willing to assist, please contact the
office on admin@ipi.org.uk and let us know. You
may never actually be called upon, but having you
available will be very helpful.
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Interviewers
This may be a little more onerous. The objective
is to ensure that applicants are not only
academically strong, but are also professional
in outlook, have the investigation facilities or
professionalism we expect, and are not making
any unfounded claims on their applications.
Until now our application process has served
us well and no problems have been identified,
but a potential problem has been brought up
and the Board felt that the best way to make
sure (belt and braces) was for an acknowledged
Professional – i.e. one of YOU – to visit the
applicant at their premises and, well, see for
ourselves. Again, if you are willing, let us know
at admin@ipi.org.uk. The interview will not be
all that formal as qualifications and certifications
would have been checked; essentially, you’ll end
up telling war stories and gauging the applicant’s
character so that we can be sure that the status of
the Institute is preserved.
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Commentary on
Injunctions

The Security
Alliance

Do you feel like me that the media’s obsession
with rich people’s protection of privacy through
super injunctions is wholly self-interested? I raised
the issue in the last edition of the Professional
Investigator but too soon for the super-injunction
issue – talk about being ahead of the game!

Institute members will now be aware that we have a
representative at meetings of The Security Alliance
but may not be aware of what it is all about.

Isn’t it beautiful how journalists bleat about ‘rich
people’ – the people they enjoy bringing down
in the interests of making more money, having
usually built them up in the first place – being
protected by injunctions, while the rest of us have
to overcome the Data Protection Act if we want
to get the address of a criminal off an insurance
company?
I think the answer to that question lies hidden
behind the fact that the media has been studiously
backward at even mentioning the DPA and their
ability to ride roughshod over it in the name of
‘public interest’, having already influenced what
the public – or at least the track suit wearing,
baseball cap toting, Jeremy Kyle Show and
TOWIE-watching public – is interested in.
I’ve not heard it mentioned ONCE.
The press is too powerful. Discuss.
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“The Security Alliance was formed in October
2010 in direct response to the government’s
announcement that the Security Industry Authority
(SIA) would be abolished under the Public Bodies
Bill.
The Alliance represents the vast majority of the
private security industry through its membership
bodies and other key stakeholders, ensuring broad
and effective industry involvement in planning the
future of industry regulation and licensing.

security industry, with a cost-effective and
credible solution.
The Security Alliance is led by a four memberstrong Governance Board, supported by a
management team, and is chaired by BSIA
Chief Executive, James Kelly.”
Source: Security Alliance Website
www.thesecurityalliance.org
So now you know!

Members of the Alliance have pledged to act in
a transparent and consensual way to reflect the
Security Industry’s views as a single voice and will,
with the current regulator, government and other
partners, formulate the basis of the new regulatory
regime and enforcement body.
It is the Alliance’s view that the future regulatory
framework should be developed to address the
needs of government, the public and the private
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Security Alliance
Update
Simon Smith MIPI MSyI (Dip) MIPSA

Members should be aware that the IPI is
represented on the Security Alliance, a consultation
and professional body covering all licensed sectors.
Its focus at this point is on those sectors already
licensed but Simon has been representing us and
making our presence and feeling known.
The Security Alliance continues to struggle. They
have now appealed to contributing organisations
and companies for funds. It offers two levels of
sponsorship, the “Gold” level for £10,000 and the
“Silver” level for £5,000.
However, before reaching for cheque books,
members can help in a far more practical and,
frankly, cheaper, way. Because:1. Despite his best efforts, James KELLY, the
SA Chairman and truthfully, a very polite
Gentleman, has failed to persuade the SIA’s
Chief, Bill BUTLER, that Investigators should
be included in the first tranche of the new
business Regulation. Bill BUTLER is wedded
to the idea of replacing the existing licensed
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sectors first, before extending to new areas.
2. This is even though we, as a Sector, were
literally within months of Licensing.
3. Baroness Neville Jones, then the Minister and
in one of her last utterances prior to returning
to the Back Benches to spend more time with
her Grandchildren, made clear that although
the SIA has survived the initial “Bonfire of the
Quangos” it will be going to the wall eventually.
4. So, timescale wise, the regime stays until
at least 2014 and thereafter, we are not
immediately to be regulated. So, 2015 now
sounds unreasonably optimistic and 2020
more realistic! After being so near, it’s now so
far!
5. There is a further danger, thereafter, that
internal politics, including by those previously
“seen off” by the SIA before 2010, when the
SIA laid down clearly who was, and who was
not, an Investigator, will resurface. Indications
exist that some of the “end users” and Client
groups want to take the opportunity of these
changes to re-visit this. Our intelligence
suggests some of the big Companies and
some in the Retail Sector want to retrieve their
potentially licensable operatives into the nonregulated Sector.
6. The only way to advance regulation, now,
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for our Sector is for Bill BUTLER’s bosses to
be persuaded of its necessity. This means
Politicians and that, in turn, means everyone’s
MP being approached and persuaded by you,
our members.
7. Certainly all reputable Investigators in
the Private Sector are suffering and have
suffered, as a result of the unscrupulous and
dishonest practices of the unregulated and non
Professional people in the market. Not only,
overall, reputational damage to our Sector,
but personal damage when undercut on bids
or when others are prepared to act illegally
to achieve what lawfully cannot be. For
instance, one of my colleagues was recently
berated by a Client for failing to use a blatantly
illegal method of finding someone (bribing
a Housing Benefit Officer) which the “New”
unregulated non -Professional body member
had bragged of doing! This so called “Private
Eye” and former failed “Car Salesman” and
sometime Bouncer (until they introduced
CRB checks) can undercut anyone. He won’t
obviously, trouble the Tax Man, so cash is
King and, with his excellent Local Authority
connections, he can track anyone.
8. These are our competitors and, at the moment
they’re winning.
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What can we do? We all need, urgently, to write
to or go to see our MP. We must make clear in
communications that:(a) We are honest and upright with our own code
of conduct, we are the minority in the Sector
(b) The Public needs protection against the
“Cowboys” and recent coverage of our Sector
by Press/TV only goes to emphasise this.
(c) We were within weeks of Regulation. Our
business had been seeking Regulation for
years. The first Private Members’ Bill was
in 1986. We have worked on Committees
tirelessly to ensure a smooth introduction
to Regulation. Members of all Parties
supported it.
(d) Our work, ranging from Process Serving
through to evidence, from traditional style
Private Investigators to corporate and,
increasingly, Private elements supporting the
Public Sector, is of relevance and importance
to the Public; to the administration of Justice
and, increasingly, even to State Security
(Along with the rest of the Security industry,
recognised as such!)
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(e) [ For Scottish investigators MSP’s ] The
UK Government, previously committed to
regulating our Sector, has weakened it’s
commitment to this set of skills vital to and for
Justice.
The Board agreed at its last meeting to urge all
our members to put these points to your local MPs
and ask them to communicate urgently with the
relevant Home Office Ministers and, in Scotland,
Mr.McCaskill.
Please can you do so and let us have feedback
and comments. Also, of course, any questions or
help required. Please ask us, and we will deal with
those.
That is something you can do for your
profession. Cut and paste those points into a
letter to your MP. Thank you.
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Professional Security Magazine Article
The Institute recently had this article published in Professional Security Magazine, and an
edited version has been sent to the Police Federation for consideration for publication. You may
or may not like the message, but the IPI is making waves!

“Police Cuts – a Security Industry Bonanza?
Readers of PSM will be more than aware that
the impending cuts in the financial resources
of the UK’s 43 police forces (‘services’?) could
result in a glut of applications for work, or even
a vast increase in the number of security firms
and consultancies, from recently deposed law
officers. As senior officers retire earlier than they
expected, and lower ranks have their services
dispensed with, you can take one of two possible
views on the situation.
1. There are too many potential competitors out
there, now; or
2. There’s a lot of valuable experience and
knowledge and I can utilise that.
I am not in a position to address the corporate/
commercial pros and cons of the former
argument, not being part of the wider security
industry, except to say that ‘competition is good’.
Unless they can undercut your charges, of course.
In the second case, I think I can make some
observations. And the first is, if you are
considering the employment of a ‘retired’ officer –
make sure you know what you want.
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All police officers have experience in dealing with
people, convincing, manipulating, interpreting and
talking with them. They can all elicit information,
to a degree. They can study and interpret the
Law. They can identify with and create systematic
working practices, and they are usually disciplined
– they’ll turn up for work at the appointed time.
However, if you want a particular type of work
done, you need to consider your target for
recruitment carefully. If you want an investigator, I
say aim at Detective Sergeant or Constable level.
If you want an investigations manager, aim a bit
higher – DI and DCI. If you want a PR ‘name’, go
for the QPM-nominee and pay accordingly.

and Detective Sergeants. Major Investigation
Rooms are managed by Detective Sergeants and
Inspectors, but such is the working methodology
in these places that a lot of the work is done by
DCs. It is only recently that investigators in the
Police Service have been subject to accredited
courses (The Initial Crime Investigator’s
Development Program) and other, higher courses
for Senior Investigating Officers.
Investigation management – identification of
trends, management of resources, overseeing
of investigation leads, authorising budgetary
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I say this because there is (or was) a
preconception that senior detectives do all the
investigation and interview work in policing. That
was true when I started (in 1986) but those tasks
have now been devolved, and appropriate training
provided and accredited, to the lower ranks.
Murderers are now interviewed by Detective
Constables, not Detective Chief Superintendents.
(Except on the telly). Major frauds are dealt with
by NPIA-accredited financial investigators –DCs
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spending, inter-agency liaison and some
investigatory decision-making – is now dealt with
by the higher ups. That is not to say they do not
manage and oversee strategy of the investigation
– they do – but the hands on witness-interviewing,
statement taking and evidence gathering and
exhibit management is done at the coal-face by
DCs and DSs.
If you want a proper, security-qualified manager,
forget it. Police officers can provide great security
advice IF they have done the crime prevention
courses (and I’ve been very impressed by
knowledge of the DC with responsibility for Crime
Prevention in my own force), but just because
they were a DCI does not mean they know the
first things about premises security, facilities
management, industrial espionage or fire and
crime prevention. They will adapt quickly in
environments they are hitherto unfamiliar with, but
they cannot be as good as a properly qualified
security practitioner, any more than the latter
could be a DCI. They are different beasts. Of
course, if the said applicant has obtained relevant
qualifications this way of thinking may not apply,
but, in general, rank does not necessarily equal
competence outside one’s own profession.

and experience – with some heavy emphasis
towards the former. Any applicant claiming
responsibility for a marvelous investigative feat
would quite possibly be overlooking the fact that
such a success was only possible because of the
teams with which he or she worked; even inside
the service stories abound about job applicants
taking credit for the work done by others (and
it’s quite amusing when an interview panel spots
this). Did you know that after the rank of inspector
there is no rank-directed examination process?
Any relevant qualifications will quite possibly have
been specifically sought by the applicant, which
we would say is a positive sign of someone who is
driven, and recognises the benefits and rewards
of professionalism. Or they may have had rolerelated training – again, relevant but arguably
police-orientated and possibly not what you
actually need as an employer or service-provider.
In conclusion, then, look for what you want, but
be precise. Manager or Practitioner? Make sure
you get what you need, and not a ‘name’. It’s your
bottom line that is at stake.”

The Institute of Professional Investigators would
respectfully recommend that if you are considering
the employment of a professional investigator,
you look not at their rank but at their qualifications
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The Story I Promised
I said I’d tell you, so here it is.
The sergeant wanted to do something for Comic
Relief, and like fools we all went along with the
idea. Dress up as burglars, and get primary school
kids to throw wet sponges at us at 10p a throw.
With hindsight I wouldn’t have volunteered, but
there’s a lot I would change if I could – wouldn’t
we all?
On the appointed day I donned a black tracksuit,
a menacing-looking RAF three-hole balaclava,
and a black bag with SWAG written on it. I made
my way to the school and entered the staff room
by appointment, looking all scary but not actually
being scary ‘cos I was expected. (Imagine if
one of the teachers had been burgled – there’s
be litigation all over the place these days, but
lawyers4u hadn’t been invented yet). And I was
asked if I could solve a little problem.
Out in the car park was a tracksuit wearing,
baseball toting Jeremy Kyle – well, you get the
drift – teenage boy who just wouldn’t go away. So
I was asked if I would make him. So I tried.
I asked nicely, first. He declined. I then made a
mistake, and elected to use my powers as the
police. I identified myself and instructed him to
walk off. He declined, but now I had raised the
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ante. Now he wanted me to arrst him, but apart
from staying he hadn’t committed a criminal
offence so I was a bit stuck on that. I raised the
ante again and used more colourful, forceful, and
probably familiar language to get him to go. Still
no movement and still no offence.
And then he said, “I’m going to damage all these
cars if you don’t arrest me!”
Familiar as I was with Section 2 of the Criminal
Damage Act 1971 (threats to commit criminal
damage, and yes, I did just look it up as it’s been
a while), I said the words and called for the Big
Van (or Big Wan as my dear friend PC Sadique
called it).
On hearing that request, Sgt Diggins went pale –
he thought I’d arrested one of the kids for assault.
He was brought in, interviewed later by an
extremely wet and cold PC Palmer (I caught a
cold that day, too), and kept in custody ‘cos he
was out of town and had no address.
Insp Appleby, realising what a great story this was,
and how photogenic I was, arranged for a local
press photographer to attend the following day. I
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donned the gear I had worn for the water-pelting
even though I hadn’t arrested the boy with the
balaclava or the bag, and a man from the Western
Mail (a Cardiff based paper) took pictures.
That night I was on Ceefax and Teletext. Fame
enough, but the following day I made ALL the
national press – The Times, Daily Mirror, the Sun,
all of them. But the pirctures only appeared in one
place.
The Daily Sport. Page Three. And in a ‘mid-run’
pose with leg cocked back, SWAG bag over my
shoulder, other arm raised ahead of me. Oh, the
shame.
I bought a copy – for that reason, I assure you, and
no other. But my wife has hidden it and I can’t find
it despite intensive searches and an attic clearance
last month. Otherwise I would have reproduced it.
Honest.
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